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ABSTRACT 

This report describes an exemple of management systems based on Programmable Logic 
Controllers. Such systems are designed in order to help monitoring and controlling of a physical 
system. The system which is controlled in this project is the electrical network of two buildings 
used by the french parliament. This network consists of several electrical boards where each board 
is made up of several circuit breakers that protect the electrical equipments and other boards. The 
goal of the management system is to monitor the network, i.e acquire data about the state of the 
network, and to control the network, i.e control the position of the breakers (open/closed) according 
to power supplies availability and network load.  

The management system is based on a multiple levels structure. 

-Level 0 : is the operating part of the network which is made up of sensors and actuators. 
-Level 1 : is the part made up of the Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). The sensors and 
actuators of the level 0 are directly connected to the PLC. 
-Level 2 : This level enables to acquire the information on a computer and to monitor/control it 
through an ergonomic graphical interface. Thanks to that level, the operator can keep an eye on the 
network remotely and control it. 

This project consists in programming the Programmable Logic Controllers, and the Human 
Machine Interface, according to the specifications of the customer. 

Only a part of the system has so far been developped since the total duration of the project is about 
2 years. The main functions of the PLC program has been programmed, and tested successfully but 
not in real conditions since the buildings were still under construction. Simulation tools were used 
in order to test Modbus communication between the levels 0 and 1. The function that controls the 
breakers according to power supplies availability has been tested as well, by forcing variables in the 
PLC (to simulate a voltage loss for example). 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Presentation of the company 

1.1.1. VINCI 
Vinci, formerly known as SGE, was created in 1899 by French engineers Alexandre Giros and 
Louis Loucheur.It is now the largest company in construction and related services worldwide. Vinci 
owns more than 2500 companies, present mainly in Europe where the group makes 90% of its sales.  

Some figures : 
127000 employees 
Net sales in 2005 : 21.5 billions euros 
Net income in 2005 : 871millions euros 
  
The group is divided into 4 companies :  

VINCI Concessions, draws on its expertise in project design, financing, turnkey construction and 
engineering to build transport infrastructure (motorways, road structures, car parks and airports), 
which the company then operates under long-term contracts. This dual competency also applies to 
major public facilities, such as the Stade de France. 
VINCI Energies is market leader in France and a major player in Europe in energy and information 
technology. It has four complementary business lines (engineering, systems integration, 
implementation and maintenance), providing services to the energy infrastructure, manufacturing, 
service and telecommunications sectors, where it develops solutions that are both local and global. 
Eurovia builds, renovates and maintains road and motorway infrastructure, carries out urban, 
industrial and retail development projects, and is expanding into ancillary environmental and 
service business lines. The company also operates materials production and recycling plants. 
VINCI Construction, market leader in France and a major player worldwide, brings together an 
unparalleled combination of capabilities in building, civil engineering, hydraulic engineering, multi-
technical maintenance and services. With strong roots in its local markets in France, Europe and 
Africa, the company also holds a leading role in the world market for major design and build 
projects and specialised civil engineering. 
  
The company where this project was performed belongs to Vinci Energies. 

1.1.2. Vinci Energies 
Some figures : 
Net sales: 3 509 M€ of which €947 million outside France. 
Operating profit from ordinary activities: €178 million. 
Net income: €106 million. 
Workforce: 27,000 persons. 

VINCI Energies is market leader in France and a major player in Europe in electrical engineering 
and installation and, more broadly, in energy and information technology services.  

The company provides tailored solutions, with high value added and strong service content. They 
are implemented through a network of 700 business units, with strong roots in their markets. This 
organisational structure, combined with a strong service culture, enables VINCI Energies to devise 
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solutions that are both local and global, and gives it exceptional adaptability in constantly changing 
markets. 

VINCI Energies operates in four activity sectors, through several brands (see Figure 2) : 

Sectors : 
- infrastructure: power transmission and transformation, urban lighting, traffic signals, transport 
infrastructure; 
- industry: power distribution, monitoring and control, air treatment, fire protection, insulation and 
maintenance; 
- service sector: power supply networks, air conditioning, plumbing, fire detection and protection, 
building automation systems, safety and maintenance; 
- telecommunications: infrastructure and voice-date-image business communications. 

Figure 1 : Vinci Energies net sales 

Figure 2 : Vinci Energies brands  
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The company where this project was performed, is a business unit of the brand “Actemium”, 
located in Rueil Malmaison in the west suburb of Paris. Its name is Actemium Rueil. 

Some figures of the brand “Actemium” : 

-458 M€ of net sales in 2006 
-80 business units  
-3,500 employees in 10 countries in Europe 

1.1.3. Actemium Rueil 
The company designs, develops, implements and maintains automation & IT solutions for 
optimising industrial systems.  

Thanks to its expertise in automation and IT fields combined with its in-depth knowledge of the 
industrial processes of the customer, the company is able to offer a turnkey solution that fits to the 
customer’s requirements.  

Activity fields : 
Continuous process  
Petroleum, gas, glass, water, household refuse incineration. 

Building automation system and maintenance  

Public transport  

MES, Logistics  
Warehouse management, traceability, Just in Time. 

Maintenance  

The company employs about 30 persons. Most of them are engineers. 

1.2. Description of the project 

1.2.1. The whole project 
French parliament owns several buildings in the center of Paris,  and needs to renovate two of them 
that will be called in the present document “101” (101 University street) and “32” (32 Saint 
Dominique street). The formers will contain offices, restaurants, parkings, bedrooms, audiovisual 
rooms etc. for the members of the parliament and their guests. This renovation is a complete 
renovation. A lot of skills are needed : civil engineering, architecture, climatic engineering, 
electrical engineering, acoustic engineering…
For this project, Actemium Rueil were chosen to design a management system of the electrical 
network. The project lasts about 2 years. This master thesis concerns the first part of the project 
consisting in installing/developping only a part of the system. 

Before describing the methodology used to make the system, it is important to describe the 
controlled/monitored system and its different components, i.e., the electrical network. 
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1.2.2. Electrical Network 
The electrical network of the two renovated buildings consists like any other electrical network of 
several electrical boards and power supplies. Most of the components of an electrical board are 
circuit breakers and switches.  

1.2.2.1.High voltage distribution boards  
The network is made up of two high voltage distribution boards, one in each building. The board of 
the building “101” is shown below :  

Figure 3 : High voltage distribution board of the building 101 

The one for the building “32” is roughly the same as for “101” : 

Figure 4 : High voltage distribution board of the building 32

Both boards are powered by the national network managed by EDF (Electricity of France) through 
two cables for each board, one “normal” and another one for a higher reliability. The input voltage 
is 20000 volts. As it can be seen above, the electrical board can be divided into several cells : C1, 
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C2, C3…Each cell having its own functionnality. For example, the cell C9 allows to couple the 
high voltage distribution board of the building “101” with the one of the building “32”. Indeed, if 
one of the building is not powered anymore, the cell C9 (and C10) can be closed (actually the 
breaker of the cell) in order to power the faulty building.  

The voltage provided by high voltage distribution boards (either from EDF or the generators) is 
then transformed by four transformers into 400 volts.  

1.2.2.2.Low Voltage Main Boards  
The two high voltage distribution boards supply, through four transformers, two low voltage 
distribution boards (one for each building), that distribute power through the whole electrical 
network. Below is the principle of these boards : 

Figure 5 : An exemple of a low voltage distribution board 

Each board is divided into two parts, each part being powered by one transformer. The different 
parts can be coupled with each other, by closing a switch. Indeed, if three transformers break down 
or are not powered anymore, the low voltage distribution boards are still powered.  
Each board is made up of lots of circuit breakers and switches.  

1.2.2.3.Main electrical equipements 
The most important electrical equipments, like equipments of computer rooms or audiovisual 
rooms, are powered through electrical boards that are linked to both low voltage distribution boards 
for a higher safety.  
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The commutation between the two boards, is 
done with a changeover switch, and managed 
by a micro PLC. Depending on the quality of 
voltages coming from both boards, the PLC 
commutes the switch.  

Figure 6 : A “Safety” electrical board

Moreover, for an even higher safety, two uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) are used.  

They uses batteries to store power and an inverter 
to supply AC power from the batteries when 
mains power is not available. When mains power 
is restored, a rectifier is used to supply DC power 
to recharge the batteries. For example, safety 
lights are powered by these UPS.  

Figure 7 : Uninterruptible Power Supply

So far, in this chapter, only the “power part” (high power) of the electrical network has been 
described : Electrical boards (circuit breakers, switches…), UPS…but there exists another part as 
important as the “power part” that is the “control part” (low power) that is made up of the 
components that monitor and control the power part (that consists mainly of breakers and switches). 
The formers are described below : 

1.2.2.4.Sensors and actuators 

Most of the boards are mainly made up of circuit breakers and switches. For each breaker/switch, 
some information must be collected in order to control/monitor it. The collected information can be 
boolean information or analog information like current, voltage, etc. 
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Boolean information, like position of the breaker, is collected thanks to electrical contacts. Each 
breaker has auxiliary electrical contacts that represent the different states of the breaker. For 
example, an open/closed contact : the position of such a contact is linked to the position of the 
corresponding circuit breaker. If the circuit breaker is open, the corresponding auxiliary contact will 
open as well. If the breaker is open due to an electrical fault, the corresponding contact will open as 
well…etc. These contacts are directly connected to a controlling/monitoring module called MCVI 
(made by the company ITEC located in the west of France) whose front is shown below : 

Figure 8 : Circuit breaker controlling module 

The former collect information from the auxiliary contacts of a breaker and can control it. A breaker 
can be controlled locally, or remotely, by the level 1or 2 (see further). The mode can be chosen by 
pushing on a button (local/distance). If the mode is “local”, the breaker can be controlled only by 
pushing on one of the buttons “0” and “1”. If the mode is “distance”, the breaker can be controlled 
from a remote place (level 1 or 2) through a serial cable RS485 (see further).   

In any controlling case (local/distance), the coil of the contactor that powers the motor of the 
breaker, is powered directly by the MCVI.  
For more details about the wiring principles of a MCVI, refer to Appendix 1.  

To collect analog information like currents, voltages, powers, energies…measurement stations 
“PM710”, made by Schneider Electric, are used. These stations communicate also with the level 1 
through a serial cable RS485.  
For more details about the wiring principles of a PM710, refer to Appendix 1.  

These sensors and actuators represent the level 0 of the electrical management system.  

1.2.3. The electrical management system : a multiple levels structure. 

Electrical management systems are designed to help the management of electrical networks. They 
collect information about the electrical components of the network and depending on this 
information, they control them. The management system is based on a multiple levels structure. 

-Level 0 : is the operating part of the network which is made up of sensors and actuators that have 
been described in the last chapter. 
-Level 1 : is the part made up of the Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). The sensors and 
actuators of the level 0 are directly connected to the PLC. 
-Level 2 : This level enables to acquire the information on a computer and to monitor/control it 
through an ergonomic graphical interface. Thanks to that level, the operator can keep an eye on the 
network remotely and control it. 

In the next sections, levels 1 and 2 will be described. 
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1.2.3.1.Level 1 : PLC 
After consideration, the following architecture was chosen for the electrical management system. 
The electrical equipments do not depend only on one PLC but lots of PLC. It ensures a high 
safety/reliability for the system. Actually, it was a demand of the customer. 

For more details about the architecture, refer to Appendix 2. 

The architecture consists of : 

-23 Siemens PLC “S7-300”. Each PLC manages different low voltage distribution boards over one 
or two floors.  
-2 redundant Siemens PLC “S7-400H” to monitor/control the most important equipments. S7400 is 
more powerful than S7-300 and allows redundancy. One of the two redundant PLC is defined as the 
primary PLC i.e it is that PLC which is active and process the information. If the primary PLC 
breaks down, the second PLC becomes active and takes over from the faulty PLC.  

1.2.3.1.1. S7-300 

A PLC usually consists of several modules screwed on a rail. A backplane bus is integrated into the 
modules to establish the communication between them. 
Each “S7-300” has the same architecture : 

Architecture :  

Figure 9 : S7300 architecture 

-1 power supply that transforms 230V to a voltage 
(24V) that can be used by the other modules. The 
power supply has also an electrical protection 
role. 
-1 CPU that executes the different tasks of the 
user program. The former is stored in a memory 
card plugged in the CPU module. The CPU has an 
Ethernet interface that enables the PLC to 
communicate with the supervision (level 2), and a 
ProfibusDP interface that communicates with a 
decentralized periphery. ProfibusDP is a bus field 
created by Siemens, based on master/slaves 
communication protocol. 
-Several “ET200S” decentralized peripheries, 
installed close to the sensors and actuators. 
An ET200S is made up of one communication 
processor “IM151-1” with a ProfibusDP interface, 
and several Input/Output modules. A backplane 
bus links the I/O modules to the communication 
processor

-Managed equipments

Each S7-300 PLC manages several low voltage distribution boards, over one or two floors of a 
building. Little information is collected on each board, through the I/O modules of the decentralized 
periphery. I/O modules collect only boolean information. Indeed, inputs/outputs of I/O modules are 
directly connected to electrical contacts (for more details, refer to Appendix 3).  
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Examples of collected information : 
Position of head circuit breaker (0/1 = open/closed) 
Lift call (0/1 = the lift is/isn’t being called) 
...etc 

1.2.3.1.2. S7-400 
For more important boards and equipments, like main distribution boards, electrical generators, 
high voltage distribution boards, and UPS, etc. two redundant PLC are used, to ensure a high 
reliability, and safety. 
The two PLC are connected to each other with an optical fibre redundant link. Each PLC has the 
same architecture and consists, like the S7-300 PLC, of different modules.  

Architecture :  

Figure 10 : S7400 architecture

-1 power supply that transforms 230V to a voltage (24V/5V) that can be used by the other modules. 
In case of a power cut, the PLC is still powered thanks to two batteries.   
-1 CPU 414-4H that executes the different tasks of the user program. The former is stored in a 1MB 
memory card plugged in the CPU module. The CPU has a redundant optical  link with the second 
CPU, and a ProfibusDP interface to communicate with the decentralized peripheries 
-Several decentralized peripheries “ET200M” close to the sensors and actuators. Each ET200M is 
linked to both S7400 CPU.  
A decentralized peripherie ET200M is made up of two communication processors IM 153-2 (each 
is connected to one of the two S7400 CPU), several Input/Output modules and serial 
communication modules. The formers are directly connected to MCVI and PM710. 

-Managed equipment
The S7400 PLC manage the most important electrical equipments : High voltage distribution board, 
low voltage distribution main boards, power generating units, etc. They collect lots of 
measurements (current, voltage, power…) as well as boolean information (position of circuit 
breakers/switches for example) through the controlling/monitoring modules MCVI and PM710.  
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All the PLC (S7300 and S7400) are connected to the same Ethernet network but they do not 
communicate between them. The Ethernet network is only used for data acquisition. Each PLC 
sends/receives data to/from two servers that belong to the level 2 of the system. 

1.2.3.2.Level 2 : Supervision 
A « supervision » system is a system that enables to exchange information with a set of PLC, and 
show this information through a graphical interface.  
For the present project, the level 2 consists of two data acquisition servers (with Windows 2003 
Server), one operating computer, and a graphical interface (developped with PcVue) installed on 
both servers and on the operating computer. 

1.2.3.2.1. Architecture 

The two data acquisition servers communicate with the PLC through an Ethernet network. The 
PLC’s can not communicate with each other. Another Ethernet network exists between the different 
computers/servers.  

The principle of the architecture is shown below. 

Figure 11 : Architecture of the network 

1.2.3.2.2. Commutation principle between the two servers 
One of the two server is defined as the “main” server, the other one being the “emergency” server. 
Under normal circumstances, the “main” server is active and acquire the data from the PLC, 
through the industrial Ethernet network. The “emergency” server do not acquire the data from the 
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PLC. Instead, it is a client of the active server through the Ethernet network of the supervision i.e it 
receives the data from the active server. In case the “main” server breaks down and then can not 
acquire data anymore, the emergency server takes over the main server and continues the 
acquisition. 
The automatic commutation between the two servers is managed by PcVue. A manual commutation 
can be done from PcVue as well, by clicking on a button. 
The operating computer is only a client of the active server through the Ethernet network of the 
supervision. 

1.2.3.2.3. OPC 

An OPC server, installed on the servers, manages the data of the PLC (actually the data blocks : see 
further) and put it at PcVue’s disposal.  
OPC servers provide a method for many different software packages to access data from a process 
control device, such as a PLC. Traditionally, any time a package needed access to data from a 
device, a custom interface, or driver, had to be written. The purpose of OPC is to define a common 
interface that is written once and then reused by any Human Machine Interface (HMI). 
Once an OPC server is written for a particular device, it can be reused by any application that is 
able to act as an OPC client, such as PcVue.  

1.2.3.2.4. PcVue 

PcVue is installed on each server and the operating computer.  

It is a graphic animation software for the supervision of industrial processes, utilities and 
infrastructures. It is able to meet industrial standards of reliability and performance while still 
maintaining the user-friendliness of an office application. PcVue provides a lot of animations, that 
can be used to monitor/control the variables, but when the provided animations are not sufficient, 
the user can use VB scripts to customize his application. Indeed, a Visual Basic editor is included in 
PcVue. 

PcVue meets the requirements of both straightforward single-user applications and of complex 
client-server applications with redundant capability, such as the present application.  

1.2.3.3.Tasks 

The present project consists of several tasks.  

First each Programmable Logic Controller must be programmed. The S7-300 PLC are quite easy to 
program since they collect information from sensors but they do not make any processing (for 
example they do not send any command to the actuators). These PLC act like bridges between the 
sensors and the level 2. This report will rather discuss about the “S7-400” PLC programming. These 
PLC manages the different operating scenarii of the electrical network, i.e depending on power 
supplies availability and state of the network, they control the position of the circuit breakers and 
switches. The method GRAFCET will be used to describe operating scenarii management. 

In parallel, the Human Machine Interface must be programmed. The requirements of the application 
are roughly the following : 

-The interface must show the electrical boards, and their components i.e mainly circuit breakers and 
switches. For each component, the corresponding information (measurements…) must be displayed. 
Some component (mainly breakers and switches) can be controlled (open/closed) from the interface 
by clicking on buttons. 
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-The interface must show the state of the components of the Ethernet networks; PLC and servers : 
hardware diagnostic. 
-When an event occurs, like changing of the position of a breaker, voltage loss…the corresponding 
event must appear in a table (with information : date, time of occurrence…) and must be stored such 
that the user can keep an historical record, and display this record (in tabular form or in curve form 
for measurements). 

HMI programming will be done according to the former requirements. 

In the next section, the methodology used will be described before presenting the results. 

2. Methodology and results 

2.1. PLC programming 
For more information about Step7 and Siemens products, it is recommended to refer to [1]. 
The software used to program the Programmable Logic Controllers is “Step7”,developped by 
Siemens. For each PLC, a program has to be done and then uploaded to the PLC’s memory through 
the Industrial Ethernet network. This program is called a project engineering. 

The program consists of different tasks : 
-Hardware configuration. 
-Network configuration. 
-Programming of different blocks/functions 

2.1.1. Hardware configuration 
First, the hardware configuration must be done. The hardware that is used, is chosen in a list, a kind 
of hardware catalog, and add to the PLC project.  

2.1.2. Network configuration 
Once this is done, IP adresses of the PLC and the servers must be set.  
-IP adress of the PLC must be different from the other adresses over the Industrial Ethernet 
network. Each PLC can communicate only with the two servers and not with another PLC. Then the 
servers have to be defined (IP adresses, OPC link…) within the project engineering such that the 
PLC “knows” it has a connection with the two servers (the two Industrial Ethernet cards of the two 
servers) and the OPC servers.  

-The Profibus DP adresses must be set as well. Each PLC can communicate with several 
decentralized peripheries through a Profibus DP network. The CPU of the PLC is the Profibus 
master. Its adress is set to 1.The adresses of the decentralized peripheries are set to 2, 3, 4…and so 
on. Each periphery must have an unique adress to be able to identify it on the profibus master 
network. 

2.1.3. Programming 

2.1.3.1.Programming principles on Step7 
After the former steps, programming can really begin. 

Programming on Step7 is based on a blocks structure. The program is made up of lots of blocks. 
Each block has different functionnalities.  
There are different kinds of blocks :  
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-organization blocks (OB) 
-Functions (FC) 
-Functional blocks (FB) 
-Data blocks (DB) 
-Blocks provided by Siemens, called System Blocks. 

-Data Blocks (DB) : 
Data Blocks constitute the data base of a PLC. A data block is a list of variables : each variable has 
a name that must be unique, a type (word, integer, byte, boolean, structure, array, double…) and a 
comment (for an easier understanding and maintenance). 

-OB : 
Organization blocks are blocks that are called under some conditions. The most important is the 
OB1 block. That block is executed at each cycle of the PLC : it is the “main” program. In that 
block, the different functions of the user program are called.  
There exists more than 100 organization blocks. For example, OB100 is called when the PLC starts. 
OB82 is called when a hardware problem occurs, etc. 

-FB/FC : 
For a better organization of the program, it is possible to make functions. There are two types of 
functions : FB and FC.  
FC is a simple function without any memory. It has input, output parameters, and other temporary 
parameters that are used only within the function.  
Functional Blocks “FB” have a memory. They can keep in memory some variables from a cycle to 
the next.  
When a FB or a FC is called, the user has to associate effective inputs/ouputs to formal 
inputs/outputs. Moreover, for each instance of a FB, a data block has to be declared : it is the 
memory of the instance of the FB.  

Different programming languages can be used within the blocks :  
-LIST language : assembly language.  
-CONT language : More for electrical engineers (CONT = Contact)  
-LOG : Consists of logical boxes (AND, OR…). 

2.1.3.2. S7-400 programming 

2.1.3.2.1. General principle 

The goal of these PLC is to monitor and control the main boards of the network i.e : 
-High voltage distribution boards 
-Low voltage distribution main boards 
-Other main boards (like boards powered by UPS) 

Monitor means collect information about the state of the electrical network. Control means manage 
the different operating scenarii of the network. The demand of the customer about the system 
requirements is quite simple : the duration of a power cut must be minimized. When a voltage loss 
occurs, the PLC must act such that the power cut duration is minimized. For example, if both 
buildings are not powered anymore by EDF, the PLC must send a starting order to the battery of 
generators and then close the coupling cell C8 or C12 or both, and the duration of this transition 
must be minimized. 
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The two buildings can be powered by several supplies. Actually, there exists 4 power supplies from 
EDF (2 for each building : cells C1 and C19) and one battery of electrical generators, that can 
power both high voltage distribution boards (Cells C8 and C12).  

The two buildings can be coupled by closing the circuit breaker of the cell C10 (C9 being closed). 

The PLC knows if the buildings are powered by EDF or not, thanks to two sensors located in the 
cell C2 and C18. It knows as well the position of the different circuit breakers and switches of the 
boards, included the breakers of the cells C3, C17 (EDF coupling cells), C8 and C12 (generators 
coupling cells). 
Thanks to this information, the PLC must take appropriate actions, like closing C8, C12, opening 
C3 and C17, when a critical event occurs. 

There exists several operating modes defined below : 

-ME1, or “Normal mode” : both buildings are powered by EDF. C10 is open : the buildings are not 
coupled. Generators are off. 

-ME2 : Building 32 is powered by EDF through the building 101 (C3 closed, C17 open, C10 
closed).  

-ME3 : Building 101 is powered by EDF through the building 32 (C3 open, C17 closed, C10 
closed).  

-ME4 : Both buildings are powered by the battery of generators (C8 and C12 closed, C3 and C17 
open, C10 open) 

-ME4’ : Building 32 is powered by the battery of generators through the building 101 (C3 open, 
C17 open, C10 closed, C8 closed and C12 open).  

-ME4’’ : Building 101 is powered by the battery of generators through the building 32 (C3 open, 
C17 open, C10 closed, C12 closed and C8 open).  

The PLC must manage the transitions between the former operating modes. 

To do such a processing, the PLC needs to know the state of every breaker and switch.  
The state of a breaker or a switch is monitored and controlled by the two modules MCVI and 
PM710. Then the PLC needs to read and write registers (memory) of these modules that are linked 
to the serial communication modules of the decentralized peripheries ET200M. The communication 
is done through a serial cable and according to Modbus protocol.  

2.1.3.2.2. Modbus communication  

2.1.3.2.2.1. General principle. 

For a more detailed description of Modbus protocol, [3] is recommended. 
Modbus is a serial communications protocol published by Modicon in 1979 for use with its 
programmable logic controllers. It has become a standard communications protocol in industry, and 
is now the most commonly available means of connecting industrial electronic devices whatever the 
manufacturer. 
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Modbus is transmitted over serial lines between devices connected to the same network, for 
example a system that measures currents and voltages and communicates the results to a computer. 
The simplest setup (actually the one used in this project) would be a single serial cable linking a 
Master to several slaves.  
  

Figure 12 : Serial communication plug 
  
The data is sent/received as series of ones and zeroes over two links : one (“Rx”) for Reception, and 
one (“Tx”) for Transmission. 

Each device intended to communicate using Modbus is given a unique address. A device is defined 
as the Modbus master. The master can send out a Modbus command to any “slave” device of its 
network. Only the intended slave will act on the command, even though other slaves might receive 
it. All Modbus commands contain checking information, ensuring that a command arrives 
undamaged. The basic Modbus commands can instruct to change a value in one of its registers 
(writing), as well as commanding the slave to send back one or more values contained in its 
registers (reading). 

It is important to observe that the master can not communicate with more than one slave at the same 
time. If the master wants to communicate with 30 slaves, it has to send 30 Modbus commands, the 
one after the other. 

2.1.3.2.2.2. Data frame 

A modbus command has the following shape : 

Figure 13 : Modbus data frame 

The Function code is coded on one byte and indicates which kind of action to do : bit reading, word 
(16 bits) reading, bit writing. 
Once the intended slave has received the command from the master, the slave answers to the 
master.  

Example : word reading : 

Command : 

(Hexadecimal coding is used) 

2 bytes 1 byte 

Slave’s adress Function code 

1 byte 

Data depending on the 
function code 

N bytes 

Checking register

05 03 00 0001 Checking register
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That command means : the master wants to read (code function : 03) one word from the adress 0 of 
the fifth slave. 
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Response :   

The answer contains the value of the word.  

2.1.3.2.2.3. Modbus communication within the project 

Each decentralized peripherie ET200M of the S7-400 PLC can not have more than 8 serial 
communication modules. Each serial communication module is a Modbus Master and manages up 
to 32 slaves. In all, there are 60 serial communication modules and more than 800 slaves.  

A slave can be :  

-a measurement station PM710, that is used to get analog information about a “branch” (a breaker) 
of the network.  

The collected information is : 

Intensity of phase 1 

Intensity of phase 2 

Intensity of phase 3 

Intensity of neutral 

Voltage Ph1/Ph2 

Voltage Ph2/Ph3 
Voltage Ph3/Ph1 

Voltage Ph1/N 

Voltage Ph2/N 

Voltage Ph3/N 

Frequency 

Active power 

Reactive power 

Active energy 

Reactive energy 
Power factor (cosine of the phase difference) 

Figure 14 : PM710 collected information 

Each information corresponds to one or more registers (1 register = 16bits). Then to get the 
information, the PLC need to read these registers.  

Or  

-a command and signalling module (MCVI) that is used to command a circuit breaker and collect 
information about it. The collected information is  

05 03 Data (word) Checking register
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Position : 1=closed/0=open 

Mode : 1=distance/0=local 

Electrical fault : 1=fault/0=no fault 

This information can be obtained by reading a register (16bits) of the MCVI (three first bits of the 
register). 

Another register contains the commanding bits. One bit for opening and one for closing. The PLC 
can write in this register and then controls the breaker, if and only if the mode of the breaker is 
defined as “distance”. If the mode is “local”, the breaker can be controlled only locally by pushing 
on a button of the MCVI. 

For a better organisation, each serial communication module manages only one kind of slave. That 
means there are modules dedicated to PM710 and other modules dedicated to MCVI. 
The Appendix 4 illustrates the principle. 
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2.1.3.2.3. Development principle. 

2.1.3.2.3.1. General organisation 

The PLC program has to fullfill the following main functionnalities : 
-Monitor the electrical network.  
-Control the position of the breakers depending on the state of the electrical network (transition 
between operating modes).  

In other words : 
-Collect information from the slaves i.e read the registers of the slaves managed by the serial 
communication modules. 
-Depending on the collected information, control the position of the breakers/write the 
corresponding registers.  

A breaker can be controlled in different ways. 
Someone can control a breaker “manually” from the HMI by clicking on a button : the controlling 
request is sent to the corresponding slave (MCVI) through the PLC : the PLC have just a relaying 
role. It is rare that such a request is sent. Usually, the breakers are controlled by the PLC without 
any request from the HMI. It happens when the operating mode of the electrical network changes. 

In the following chapter, the principles of S7-400 programming are explained. The formers will be 
illustrated by sequential charts in Question(action) /Answer(consequence) form, and not by showing 
pieces of computer code. 

2.1.3.2.3.2. Data base/Data blocks 

For each serial communication module, a data block has been created in the PLC program. There 
are 60 serial communication modules so 60 data blocks. The information collected by a serial 
communication module is stored in its data block. 

For serial communication modules dedicated to PM710, the data blocks have the following shape : 
(for details about collected information, see above) 
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Register 1 and 2 (32 bits) Intensity of phase 1 

Register 3 and 4 Intensity of phase 2 
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Register n and n+1 Intensity of phase 1 

Register n + 2 and n+3 Intensity of phase 2 
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E
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2 

Figure 15 : PM710 data storage principle 

For serial communication modules dedicated to MCVI, the data blocks have the following shape: 

  Bit 15 ,,, Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0   

Register 1 - ,,, - - Closing Opening 

Register 2 - ,,, - Mode Electrical 
fault Position S

LA
V

E
 1

 

Register 3 - ,,, - - Closing Opening 

Register 4 - ,,, - Mode Electrical 
fault Position S

LA
V

E
 2

 

,,, ,,, ,,, 

Figure 16 : MCVI data storage principle 

2.1.3.2.3.3. Functions 

2.1.3.2.3.3.1 Modbus communication function 

A function for Modbus communication has been created. The principle is shown on the next page : 
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Figure 17 : Modbus communication function I/O 

As it can be seen, the function has five input parameters. Actually, the four first parameters 
constitute the Modbus frame described above : the slave adress, the function code and two other 
words. Most of Modbus commands, including registers reading and One-register writing, consist of 
3 words, the first one containing the slave adress and the function code and the two other words are 
specific to the type of the command. For example, for registers reading (function code = 3), the first 
word is the adress of the first read register and the second word is the number of registers to read. If 
the command is a register writing (function code = 5), the first word has to be the adress of the 
register to write, and the second word, the desired value. The fifth parameter is the adress of the 
serial communication module. Since a decentralized peripherie can have up to 8 coupling and I/O 
modules, this parameter is necessary to identify precisely the serial communication module.    
These five parameters are inputs of the function. The principle of the function is very simple. It 
sends a Modbus command according to the input parameters. If a sending error occurs, the status of 
the error (error code) is stored in a data block dedicated to transmission, with other information. 
If the Modbus command is sent successfully, the function receives the data. If the reception is done 
successfully, the received data is stored in a data bock dedicated to reception. Else, in case of 
reception error, the status of the error is stored in the “reception” data block with other information. 
With this function, any Modbus commands can be sent to any slave. This function is used in the 
reading and writing functions described in the following sections.  

2.1.3.2.3.3.2 Reading 

A function has been created to read the slaves managed by a serial communication module. The 
general principle is shown below.  

Serial 
communica
tion module 

adress 

First word

Slave adress

Er ror status 

Received data 
Modbus  

Communication 

function 

Function code

Second word

« Reception » 
Data Block 

« Transmission » 
Data Block 

Internal 
memory 
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Figure 18 : Reading function principle 
  
The blocks represent actions/questions while the lines represent conditions (no line = no condition) 

The function reads the slaves one by one. When the reading is done successfully, the data that has 
been stored in the “reception” DB is transferred in the data block of the corresponding serial 
communication module (the one that manages the slaves). For a MCVI, only a register is read and 
stored in even registers (position, mode,…).  
Since the data is stored in increasing order of slave numbers (At each loop, the slave adress is 
increased by one), data (registers) storage is done by using a pointer on the right area of the Data 
Block and by ““increasing”” this pointer. A pointer is a type of variable, that contains 32 bits. As 
the name indicates, a pointer points a data area. It can be any data area : data blocks, physical 
inputs, physical outputs… If a pointer is used to point a DB, it contains : the DB number, the byte 
number and the bit number. With this kind of variables, one can point any bit of any byte of any 
data block, in a dynamic way. Every time a slave is read, the data is stored in the right DB by using 
a pointer. The byte number is then increased and so a new reading and storage can be done.  

2.1.3.2.3.3.3 Breakers position controlling 

Control the position of a breaker amounts to write the controlling register of the memory of the 
corresponding slave (MCVI) that is associated to the breaker. A writing command is sent to a slave 
only and only if the corresponding register in the data block of the serial communication module 
that manages the slave changes. For example, if the register 1 of a data block dedicated to MCVI 
changes from a cycle to the next, the commanding register of the corresponding slave (slave 1) will 
be written by sending a writing command to the slave 1. Commanding registers are stored in odd 
registers of MCVI data blocks : see before. 

No

Error

Slave adress = 0

Slave adress = slave adress + 1 

Set to 1 an « error » bit Store the received data in 
the DB of the serial 

communication module. 

Success

Is it the last slave ?

Yes

Send a reading request. (Modbus 
communication function is used) 
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The chart on the next page illustrates the principle : 

Figure 19 : Writing function principle 

2.1.3.2.3.3.4 Operating scenarii 

A function, executed at each cycle, manages the different operating scenarii (transitions between the 
operating modes) of the electrical network. Depending on power supplies (EDF and generators) 
availability and the state of the components of the network, the PLC must open or close some 
breakers and switches. There exists many operating scenarii.  
Two of them are explained in Appendixes 5 and 6. Each Appendix contains one sequential chart. 
The principle is the same as GRAFCET. Each block or square represents an action to do, while each 

Yes

i = -1

i = i + 2 

The register has changed since the 
last cycle of the PLC ? 

Send a writing request to the 
corresponding slave 

 (Modbus communication function is used)

No

Point to the register i 

Error

Set to 1 the « error » bit 

Success

Set to 0 the « error » bit 

Is it the last slave ?

No Yes
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line represents a condition to fulfill. To go from a block to the next, the intermediate condition has 
to be fulfilled.  

The chart named “building 32 powered by building 101” is explained below : 
It corresponds to the case of a voltage loss in the building 32, i.e “building 32 is not powered 
anymore by EDF” (first condition). In that case, the cell C17 must be closed first in order to 
separate EDF supply from the electrical network. At the same time the electrical generators starts in 
case of coupling failure between the high voltage boards.  
Then, when all of this is done, C10 must be closed to couple the two high voltage boards.  

-If the C10 closing fails, then C9 must be open and C12 closed : the high voltage board of the 
building 32 is powered by the electrical generators. When EDF voltage is back, the electrical 
generators are synchronized on EDF voltage (32) and once the synchronization is done, C17 closes 
and C12 opens after generators stopping.  

-If C10 does close, high voltage board of 32 is powered by high voltage board of 101 (coupling). 
When EDF voltage is back in “32”, C17 must be closed. Then C9 closes and C10 opens.  

Every time a breaker X needs to be closed or open, this “operating scenarii” management function 
opens the data block corresponding to the serial communication module that manages the MCVI 
that controls the breaker X. In this data block, the function writes the commanding register of the 
corresponding slave. Then, when the “writing” function (previous section) is executed, the 
corresponding writing request is sent to the MCVI that controls the breaker X.   

There exists many more scenarii. All of them are managed by the “operating scenarii” management 
function. In these scenarii, only two defects are considered. For example in the last sequential chart, 
the defects were first “voltage loss” and then “C10 closing failure”. If the program gets stack : for 
example if a breaker does not close after a closing order, the PLC send after a while a message to 
the HMI user in order to inform him/her. The former will then takes appropriate actions to solve the 
problems. The PLC can not solve all the problems, but only the most important. 

2.1.4. Results 
The data base of the automaton has been created by using the automatic method described further. 
The program has not been tested in the real conditions since the buildings were still under 
construction. To test Modbus communication, writing and reading, a slaves simulator has been 
used. The serial communication modules were connected to a computer, on which a software, that 
simulates Modbus slaves, was installed. With this software, the user can create “virtual” slaves, sees 
their registers, and changes them. It allows to check if the PLC’s read and write the right registers. 
With this method, Modbus communication can be tested without any real (hardware) slaves. It 
saves money and time (slaves wiring and setting). The Appendix 7 illustrates the wiring principle 
for applying this method. 

The operating scenarii management function has also been tested but not in real conditions as well. 
The function has been tested by forcing variables in the PLC. 
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2.2. Human machine interface 

2.2.1. Data base 
For an overview of PcVue, the reader should refer to [6]. 
PcVue has a data base organised according to five “branches” and one “leaf”. That enables to 
organize the data in a hierarchical and consistent way.  

Figure 20 : PcVue data base structure 

Each field is separated from the next with a dot. For example, the variable RU101.7.1.LUM.TS_IG 
refers to the position of the head breaker (TS_IG) …of the electrical board named “LUM” …of the 
first room (1) …of the seventh floor …of the building “101”. The variables related to breakers are 
organized according to the following principle : 

“Building’s name”.”Board’s name”.”Bus bar’s number”.”Breaker’s name”.”Variable’s name” 

The data base is stored in a CSV file (comma separation file). In this file, each row represents a 
variable and its parameters. The data base can be modified in PcVue by adding a variable or 
changing the parameters of a variable, or directly by opening the data base file and modify it. A way 
to generate automatically the data base of PcVue is explained in the last section.   

A variable can be internal or external. An internal variable, as the name indicates, is only used in 
PcVue. An external variable is linked to one of the “tags” stored in OPC servers. Each tag of OPC 
servers corresponds to a variable in the PLC. As it is said before, the PLC variables are stored in the 
data blocks. Then a tag is the name of the PLC followed by the name of the data block and the name 
of the variable (that can be a Bit, a Byte, a Word, an Integer…). A tag is then a name and not a 
physical adress (like E0.1: input 1 of input card 0 or DB1.DBW1 : word 1 of the DB1). That’s the 
main advantage of an OPC server : a name is much more understandable than a physical adress.  
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2.2.2. Generic objects 
As the electrical network is made up of similar (=same collected information) objects such as 
breakers and switches that can be monitored from the HMI, a good idea is to create graphical 
generic objects called “symbols” in PcVue. A symbol is a graphical object that “contains” some 
animations. For example, a breaker contain opening/closing animations. Each animation is related 
to one or more variables. When an animation is created in a symbol, only the leaf of the variables is 
indicated. A symbol does not refer to variables but only to leaves like “Position”, “State”…etc. 
Then when an “instance” of the symbol is inserted in the HMI, the developper has to indicate the 
branches of the symbol, such as the animations of the instance refers to true variables and not only 
to leaves. The best way to understand is to show an exemple. For each type of breaker, a symbol has 
been created. Below is one these symbols : 

Figure 21 : Circuit breaker symbol 

For this symbol, the animations refer to the last field (leaf) of the variables (“information” : see 
above). When an instance of this “breaker” symbol is inserted in the HMI, the branches have to be 
indicated in order to specify which breaker the instance refers to. For example, the branches can be 
RU101.TGBT.JDB1.Q1_14 : breaker named Q1_14 located on the bus bar 1 (JDB1) of the low 
voltage distribution board (TGBT) of the building “101” (RU101). An example of animation is the 
name of the breaker that is indicated below the upper button. A text variable that contains this name 
corresponds to this animation. If the specified branches are the ones above, the animation will show 
“Q1_14” (see below) 
Once the branches are indicated, the instance is active : the animations are active because refering 
to true variables. Below is an example of a breaker and its animations: 

          
   Breaker closed         Voltage loss         Breaker open  
     and powered                  and powered 

Figure 22 : Some examples of animation 

The equipment powered by this breaker is “TD 101-1-2-FOR”. 
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These generic objects or symbols have a big advantage. If the developper wants to change a set of 
instances/graphical objects corresponding to one symbol, he just has to change the symbol (add an 
animation, change the look…). All the instances of the symbol will be changed automatically.  
Thanks to symbols, the development of the HMI is much more flexible. 

2.2.3. Description of the windows 
When somebody wants to start the HMI, he/she has to type his/her user name and password. A user 
name is associated to a profile. There exists several profiles. Each profile has its own rights and 
functionnalities.  

2.2.3.1.Starting window 
Once the user has entered his user name and password, a starting window appears.  

Figure 23 : Starting window 

This window contains a starting menu (on the left) that consists of several buttons. The most 
important button is the button “electrical network”. 

2.2.3.2.Electrical network interface 
If the user click on the former, a new window appears. In this window, the user can see all the 
boards of the network, each board being represented by a button, and the connections between 
them. Each connection appears in blue if the current passes through it (this animation depends on 
the position of the different breakers and the voltage presence). Then in this window, the user can 
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see the power supply that is active, and the path of the current. It gives information about the 
operating mode of the network.  
If the user clicks on one of the boards, a new window appears. Each board has roughly the same 
look. Below is shown the window about the “101” low voltage distribution board. 

Figure 24 : Low voltage distribution board 

One can see the main breakers of the board, and several buttons. From this window, the user can 
“surf” up and down in the electrical network by clicking on buttons. Other buttons are also available 
close to each breaker. Actually for each breaker and switch, two buttons are available, one for each 
slave (MCVI or PM710) associated to the breaker. If the user clicks on one of these buttons, a 
popup appears. It contains the information coming from the corresponding slave but also other 
information. The two popups are shown and described below. 
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Figure 25 : Circuit breaker popups 

2.2.3.3.Other windows 
There exists many more windows. The second most important window is dedicated to the global 
architecture. In this window, the user can see the state of the different equipments of the 
architecture i.e PLC, servers and computers. For example, if the communication between the 
servers and one PLC does not work anymore, the Ethernet link between the PLC and the servers 
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will appear in red. One can see also the states of the different modules of the PLC and many more 
animations.  

The development is not very difficult to do since PcVue is very easy to use. Once the needs of the 
customer have been defined, the HMI is quite fast to develop. Maybe the most important thing of 
the HMI is the data base because the whole interface (all the animations) is defined according to the 
data base. Since the data base contains more than 15000 variables, a way to generate it has been 
developed. It is explained in the next and last section.  

2.3. Data bases generation 

There are two types of data bases within the whole system. 
A data base at the level 1 : stored in the PLC. Each PLC has its own data base. It is the data blocks. 
A data base at the level 2 : stored by the supervision software PcVue. 
OPC makes the link between them.   

As the whole architecture is made up of lots S7-300 PLC which manage similar equipments, a good 
idea is to create a program that generates the data bases according to the managed equipments. The 
programming language is Visual Basic for Excel. For more information about this language, the 
reader can refer to [2]. 

The principle is quite simple.  
Two Excel files are used. The first one lists all the S7-300, and for each PLC the managed electrical 
boards. Then for each electrical board, information specific to the board is indicated, like the 
location of the board (building, floor, number…), the name that must be used in PcVue and Step7, 
etc. The type of the board is indicated as well. Indeed, one can divide the managed electrical boards 
into different kinds. For each kind of board, the collected information is known. The idea is to 
create for each kind of board, a “mask” that gathers the common information of the boards of the 
same kind. All the masks are gathered in the same Excel file. 
Then, the program “scans” the rows of the list of the PLC and the managed boards and depending 
on the kind of the board of the active row, the program picks some information in the mask 
corresponding to the type of the equipment. 
This method is very flexible, because if the customer decides one day to collect more information 
on a kind of board, the only thing to do is to change the mask corresponding to the kind of board, 
and run the program again. 

Example : 
The electrical equipments managed by the S7300 PLC are low voltage distribution boards (TD). 
One can find different kinds of boards : 
-Light boards (LUM): distribute power to lighting devices. 
-Safety boards (TDS) : distribute power to safety devices.
-Lift boards (ASC): distribute power to a lift 

For each PLC, the managed boards are listed, with different information : location, type of 
equipment, comment, designation, etc. 
Below is the beginning of that list : 
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Column Floor PLC Nb Column Floor Comment Type Designation 
                  
South 7  PLC 101-7-1             
      1 West 7   FOR TD 101-7-1 FOR 

      2 West 7   FOR TD 101-7-2 FOR 

      1 West 7   LUM TD 101-7-1 LUM 

      2 West 7   LUM TD 101-7-2 LUM 

      1 West 7   CVC TD 101-7 CVC 

      1 West 8   FOR TD 101-8-1 FOR 

      2 West 8   FOR TD 101-8-2 FOR 

      1 West 8   LUM TD 101-8-1 LUM 

      2 West 8   LUM TD 101-8-2 LUM 

      1 South 8   TDS TDS 101-TER.1 

      1 South 8 DTU ASC ASC-28  

      2 South 8 DTU ASC ASC-27 

      3 South 8 DTU ASC ASC-Duplex 25-26 

      2 East 8   TDS TDS 101-TER.2 

South 6 PLC 101-6-1             
      1 South 5   FOR TD 101-5-1 FOR 

      1 South 5   LUM TD 101-5-1 LUM 

      1 South 5   MPC MPC 101-5-1 

      1 South 5   OND TD 101-5-1 OND 

      1 South 6   FOR TD 101-6-1 FOR 

      1 South 6   LUM TD 101-6-1 LUM 

      1 South 6   MPC MPC 101-6-1 

      1 South 6   OND TD 101-6-1 OND 

South 4 PLC 101-4-1             
      1 South 3   FOR TD 101-3-1 FOR 

      1 South 3   LUM TD 101-3-1 LUM 

      1 South 3   MPC MPC 101-3-1 

      1 South 3   OND TD 101-3-1 OND 

Figure 26 : Electrical boards list 

One can see the name of the PLC and just below it, the different managed equipments and the type 
of each equipment. For each type of equipment, a mask is created. Below is an example :  

BIT TS_IG_FER General switch position 
ALA TA_AU Emergency stop 
ALA TA_SYNT_DEF Defects synthesis 

One can see the type of the variable, in the first column, the name in the second, and the designation 
in the last one. Here is displayed only little information. The number of columns is actually much 
more important. 

With the list and the masks, the data base of each S7-300 PLC can be generated by “scanning” the 
rows of the list. Depending on the type of the equipment, the mask will be process, paste in another 
file, etc. 

For PcVue, the generated file is an Excel file since the data base’s format is “CSV”, while for the 
S7400/S7300 PLC data bases, the generated files are text files. The formers are then compiled in 
Step7 to generate the data blocks.  
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3. Conclusion 

This project was very interesting to do since it required knowledge of lots of fields : PLC 
programming, Visual Basic programming, HMI programming, knowledge of electricity and 
network, etc. 
For this type of project, involving a lot of fields and different tasks, the most important is the 
planning and the coordination between the different tasks.  
Another point, very important, is to develop the system with an eye of flexibility, because the 
customer may change his mind during the development. For example, generic objects and data 
generation methods are a good way to improve flexibility. 
Concerning results, since the project lasts about 2 years, it is difficult to show real results. 
Intermediate tests have been done to validate the march of the project. PLC and HMI programming 
were almost finished at the end of the project. The tests have been done on a simulation platform 
and not in real conditions i.e with the electrical network. The real tests will begin in August 2007 at 
the french parliament, and will concern only one buidling. The commissioning of the whole system 
wil be done in 2008.          
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5. Appendixes 

APPENDIX 1 : Wiring plan of MCVI and PM710. 
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APPENDIX 3 : Input module principle  
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APPENDIX 4 : Modbus command path 
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APPENDIX 5
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APPENDIX 6
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APPENDIX 7 : Modbus communication test wiring principle


